FORMULATING SHARP MINDS!

ADMISSIONS OPEN

- PHARMA BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
- TECHNICAL & ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY

Govt. of Maharashtra, MSBTE approved PG Diplomas

ADVANCE DIPLOMA IN PHARMACEUTICAL BUSINESS MANAGEMENT (ADPBM)
Eligibility*: BSc (Any), MSc, BPharm, MPharm, MBBS, BDS, BAMS, BHMS, BVSc, BUMS, BE (Chem.), BMS, BBA

ADVANCE DIPLOMA IN TECHNICAL & ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY (ADTAC)
Eligibility*: BSc (Any), BPharm, BTech (Dairy), Diploma in Dairy Technology, Chemical Engg. or Environmental Engg. from MSBTE or its equivalent. Final year students can apply*

Forms & Prospectus available at MET for ₹ 600 in cash or DD favouring ‘MET Institute of Medical Sciences’ payable at Mumbai or pay online at www.met.edu

Apply by Aug 19, 2013 Call Toll free 1800 22 0234/ sms ‘MET IMS’ to 9537344666

MET Institute of Medical Sciences
Bhujbal Knowledge Centre
Bandra (W), Mumbai 50. Tel: (022) 26440057/96.
communications@met.edu | www.met.edu

MET Campus also at Bhujbal Knowledge City, Adgaon, Nashik. Tel: (0253) 2303515
ISO 9001:2008 certified, MET is an NGO in Special Consultative Status with UN (ECOSOC).

Ranked 3rd best B School in the Pharma sector by CNBC TV18
100% GUARANTEED PLACEMENTS

THE MET LEAGUE OF COLLEGES
MET
AS SHARP AS YOU CAN GET